
CONTACT ZONES ESSAY

Pratt describes what she calls â€˜contact zonesâ€™ and elaborates on the pros and cons of these cultural interactions.
Arts of the Contact Zone by Mary Louise Pratt. - Arts of the Contact Zone by Mary Louise Pratt The Arts of the Contact
Zone by Mary Louise Pratt opened up a whole new.

In its place is an amalgamation of an art form that was once completely Native American and the values that
western culture has placed on that art form. Pratt s essay opens in speaking about her son s admiration for
collecting and trading baseball cards. Contact zones are places where change flows in both directions. They
chose to learn the things they thought were of benefit to them in the process , it is evident that culture and
extracurricular activities plays a significant role in ensuring that people learn about the world and relate to one
another. The beach is serene and quiet compared to the wild parties of the night before. Additionally, the
feeling of superiority, or other feelings such as revenge, unfair competition, and so on can also be minimized.
Pratts essay invites teachers to imagine classrooms not as stable spaces where rationality reigns, but as sites
for complex interplay, where often cultures knock against each other and where all kinds of give and take
occurs. He proposes instead that the museum can become a space which benefits both it and the cultures
whose artifacts it shows. The dead zone in the Gulf of Mexico is around 6,, square miles in size, but varies
throughout seasons source see Fig. Definition and Lists Contact Zones: social spaces where cultures meet,
clash, and grapple with each other, often in contexts of highly asymmetrical relations of power, such as
colonialism, slavery, or their aftermaths as they are lived out in many parts of the world today. Figure 2 shows
the configuration of a convective column. For example, trading the cards gave him a sense of fairness and
trust. A big example why I think intercultural contact should be encouraged is sports if you look at the sports
world all sports are a global game, for example the national basketball association used to be full of Americans
then after a while it started become international with big names such as Yao Ming, However, Anzaldua's
ideas of "contact zone" are more specific and concentrate on a smaller scale of interaction, for example
interaction between the Chicano, the Spanish and the American, interaction between male Chicano the
hegemonic group and the Chicanes the subordinate , and also interaction between religions. The more Max
learnt about the people he met, the more he got interested in the subjects and topics they talked about with
him. In order to analyze the effects of the dividing wall, this essay will focus on the majority population of the
seam zone, Palestinians The ideologies of corporate America have become part of the official religion in
which language written and spoken indisputably separates superior from inferior. Thankfully, that is not the
outcome of such a disaster Hundreds upon thousands of marine life have been killed, along with the
destruction of an entire ecosystem. Ten days after treating Monet, Dr In "Arts of the Contact Zone" Pratt
discusses the mix of two different cultures in one area.


